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Have you ever bought a town?  Me neither.  But some friends of mine did.  Joe Polish, Jason 
Campbell, and other partners recently bought a ghost town for almost $1,000,000.  It’s the 
town of Cleator, Arizona, about 90 minutes north of Phoenix.  Back in the late 1800s, the town 
had active gold and silver mines, a railroad, and a post office.  But when the mines stopped 
producing, everything shut down.  Today, some of the original buildings still exist, and less than 
a dozen people live in the town. 



 
Me with an old sign in Cleator 

 
 
The town consists of 40 acres.  It has a General Store and the Cleator Bar and Yacht Club.  The 
town is on a somewhat well-known trail that leads up to the town of Crown King, population 
133.  I’m told the Bar and Yacht Club often attracts as many as 1,000 at a time on a weekend for 
events.  I visited Cleator on January 28, 2022, and spent a couple of hours with Joe, Jason, and a 
partner of theirs named Mike.  What’s interesting is that within days of their buying the town, 
the partners were offered $250,000 more than the price they paid by someone who’d been 
looking at the property.  Too bad – that potential buyer procrastinated and missed out. 
 
The first lesson I see is, DON’T SNOOZE when the right opportunity arises.  Certainly, Joe and his 
partners did their due diligence before buying the town, but they moved quickly and closed the 
deal without procrastinating.  In contrast, other potential buyers procrastinated and missed 
out.  Joe and his partners refused the offer to sell at a nice profit because they have big plans 
for the town.  They are brilliant entrepreneurs who see things that others don’t see.  They 
realize there will be a significant investment in infrastructure to bring the town up to where 
they want it to be, but they see the massive potential for the town. 
 
Joe is a co-founder of a Virtual Reality company called GeniusX, and he and the other owners 
are putting Cleator into the metaverse.  They’ve launched a successful NFT (Non-fungible 
Token), a 21-second video of Cleator that has already sold more than $350,000.  The town will 
someday have cabins, maybe a lake and will even be featured in comic books (Joe is one of the 
most well connected entrepreneurs in North America, and has a buddy who creates some of 
the most popular comic books today who’s going to include Cleator in a series of comic books).  
Cleator will also be a place for artists and for healing (Joe also has a foundation, Genius 
Recovery, and he created Artists for Addicts). 
 



Okay, now that you know the story of Cleator, I’m going to tell you about how this applies to a 
1947 truck and how it enhanced my life – to illustrate how it can enhance your life, too. 
 
Back in September 2021, my wife Kay and were in a barn in Heber, Utah, where we were buying 
antiques from a guy we’d met.  As we were preparing to leave, the property owner, Gerry, 
smiled and pointed to something in the corner of his barn he thought I’d like to see.  He pulled 
a tarp off a vehicle – a 1947 International K2 truck.  The truck was dusty had been parked in his 
barn for a few years.  I don’t know what it was, but I immediately fell in love with the truck.  I’ve 
always appreciated antique vehicles but hadn’t planned on buying one.  I “oohed and aahed” 
over it, then we left.  I couldn’t get the truck out of my mind, so I texted Gerry the next day to 
see if he’d be willing to sell it.  He wasn’t interested in selling, and it took him some time to 
respond.  After a bit of coaxing, he wrote, “Okay, I’d be willing to sell it to a good home.”  I 
knew it would be a project to get the truck back on the road, and it looked every bit of 75 years 
old.  I let him know that I was interested, but I was hesitant because it’s such an old vehicle that 
wasn’t even running. 
 

 
Gerry and me in his barn with the dirty old ’47 

 
Fast forward four months to my visit to Cleator.  I fell in love with the town when I was there.  It 
made me think of that ’47 truck I found in the barn months earlier.   My friends buying the 



town of Cleator and hearing their plans for it inspired me, and instead of thinking about all the 
imperfections and the work the ’47 truck needed, I started to look at its inherent opportunities.  
I started to see the opportunity to use the truck to promote my art, promote Totality Ministries 
(my nonprofit), and generally gain attention for things I want to advance.  After my visit to 
Cleator I told my wife, “That old ’47 truck is going to be my Cleator!” 
 
After returning home, I contacted Gerry right away.  “Can Kay and I come and visit the truck on 
Friday afternoon?” I texted.  Gerry said yes, and when we arrived and checked out the truck, I 
took out my checkbook and said, “I’m going to buy the truck right now.”  Gerry hesitated for a 
moment (he’s never been excited about selling the truck), then responded, “Okay.”   
 
I arranged to have the truck towed to a repair shop near our home an hour away, where the 
starter was replaced, a new battery was installed, new tires were put on, and the brakes were 
repaired.  The truck is old, but it’s a very cool vehicle with its original paint and all kinds of 
beautiful patina.  I bought the truck without knowing much about the engine.  It turns out that 
one of the highlights of getting it back on the road (much to my wife’s chagrin) is that the 
engine (a newer Chevy 350) sounds like a racecar!   
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Here are some photos of the truck shortly after I got it home. 

 

 
 

 



 
 
 
I have already begun to use the truck to frame my art.  In the following photos, I put one of my 
favorite pieces of art, a piece I painted of the Beatles on a tree stump, in the truck (all four of 
the Beatles are painted around the wood).  It’s a completely awesome piece of art that looks 
incredible in the back of the truck.  Wouldn’t you agree? 
 
When at Cleator, Joe and his partners generously gave me an old green table out of the 
schoolhouse in the town.  You can see in the following photos that my Beatles piece sits on top 
of the table from the schoolhouse in the back of the ’47.  Ironically, the table and the truck 
match beautifully.  So, this is the merging of Cleator, my art, and the ’47. 
 
How cool is that?! 
 
 

 

   
 
 



 
 
 
 

 
How can this story enhance your life?  Well, I’ll tell you how it’s enhanced mine and it may 
apply to you.   
 
Since visiting Cleator, I’m pulling the trigger more quickly on the right opportunities; I’m not 
procrastinating.  I take action more quickly.  Additionally, I’m focusing on finding hidden beauty 
more, whether it’s in myself, in others, in my life, my art, and/or in my ministry.  I’ve even filled 
out an application to enter the ‘47 truck into the famous “Days of ’47” parade in Salt Lake City 
on July 24th.  (The first settlers in Utah arrived July 24, 1847, and it’s a big thing here.)  How 
ironic it is that my truck is a ’47 and fits right into the parade? 
 
 I think they’ll appreciate the license plate on the truck, an original from 1947. 
 
 
 



 
 
 
The question I’m asking myself and you is, “What’s your Cleator?”  What I mean is, what is the 
hidden opportunity, beauty, and potential that lies in your life, relationships, health, and 
business?  That question has enhanced my life.  I think it can do the same for you.   
 
I now look for “Cleators” everywhere.   
 
“What’s your Cleator?” 
 
 
 


